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Visibility Fuels Top Rated CPG’s Supply Chain
Performance across 3PL Network
Transportation, Supply Chain and Customer Service teams make decisions every day about how best
to meet their customers’ expectations. Two common questions are:



Will a replenishment shipment arrive in time to fill the customer’s order?
Is the customer’s time-sensitive shipment going to arrive on-time and in-spec for temperature?

“While I had the cus-

This White Paper explores how supply chains can achieve shipment visibility in decentralized networks
built with third party logistics providers (such as asset based carriers, freight brokers, and/or DC operators) and the far reaching benefits that you can experience through real-time end-to-end supply chain
location and condition visibility.
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The featured leading global CPG company decided to invest in a cost-effective visibility solution,
“e4score TrackAssured”, as a part of their “Control Tower” environment. Their focus on visibility
helped strengthen their position in the 2016 “Gartner Supply Chain Top 25” where they ranked among
the top five for the past three years, out-ranking such highly regarded supply chains as Intel and Amazon.

shippers would be

If your business would benefit from a 3-5% improvement in on-time metrics, more efficient factory and
DC operations, and increased productivity (more with less), then a few minutes with this White Paper is
worth your time.

Real-time Visibility Challenges

was not only able to
confirm their product
available for pick-up
over the weekend...I
could advise exactly
where they where on
their journey to the
warehouse...”
- VMI Planner

For FMCG and CPG companies, actively managing your shipments often exceeds the capabilities of
your TMS system and EDI status updates. Current Tracking solutions in a decentralized network are
simply not effective. Check calls take too much time (up to 2 hours) to obtain a shipment status that is
often incorrect and instantly obsolete. EDI 214 statuses are event-driven (pick-up or delivery) with little,
if any, en route status information. Customer Portals are not practicable; they go unused due to the
complexity of querying 50+ websites while managing hundreds of shipments a day. Furthermore neither approach provides the temperature condition of the shipment. Frustrated by the lack of timely location and condition information, this leading multi-billion dollar CPG Company began the search for a
many-to-many collaborative visibility platform.
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Leading CPG Automates In-Transit Status Updates using e4score TrackAssured
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End-to-End Visibility Arrives with e4score
Since many of their Carriers had already invested in GPS location and temperature monitoring
capabilities, the company knew that connecting to existing data in carriers TMS systems would
be a more cost-effective approach than adding the cost and process burden of cellular enabled
trip recorders.



Externally Share Shipment Progress

With a strategic vision for a supply chain “Control Tower” environment, their solution needed to
meet a diverse and flexible set of requirements, such as:

End-to-end visibility (inbound supply, stock movement and customer shipments)

Multi-modal capability (TL, IM, and LTL)

Supports any carrier (including broker shipments with small fleets and Owner-Operators)

Location and Condition (Temperature, Cargo Status) updated every 15 minutes

Instant Alert notification by e-mail or text.

Leverage existing data sources in a cloud-based SaaS platform with on-demand 24/7
secure access for both shipper and carrier

Historical data access and export capabilities to support scorecards
Only one platform met these requirements - e4score TrackAssured. After a short Pilot Project
validated the premise, the company’s carriers were quickly on-boarded. Tracking, condition
monitoring, and alerting is now fully automated for over 98% of the company’s shipments. Furthermore, the unlimited user access environment set the stage for new and collaborative process innovations.

Know load conditions before arrival
on your customer’s dock

Results Fuel More Innovation
This leading CPG company is now empowered with true end-to-end visibility of their in-transit
supply chain. With track-and-trace and condition visibility of supplier to plant, plant to DC and
outbound from DC to customers, they have realized many improvements and laid plans for
more in-depth operational collaboration. Notable results include:

On-time metric improvement of 3-5%

Order fill improvement with better sequencing of replenishment and customer shipments

Product quality improved and transit related issues reduced

Operational efficiency improvements at plants and DC’s

End-of-quarter sales increased by $3 mm by assuring on-time shipment pick-up

Pro-active customer service with timely response both internally and externally

Productivity increases enabled check call reductions of 5 FTEs

Customer Scorecard performance improvement with on-demand validation

Carrier-Shipper relations improved through common data source
Having achieved consistent measurable results, this leading CPG company is now expanding
their use of the e4score TrackAssured platform to more areas of the business that can leverage
the collaborative end-to-end visibility. Additionally they are accelerating the development of
new capabilities and are well positioned for FSMA Sanitary Transportation compliance.

For additional information, please contact e4score at: chuck.irwin@e4score.com

“e4score impacted my
work in a positive way because it cut down my track
-and-trace work by at least
2-3 hours a day…. by immediately locating and
communicating the load
status it saved me 2-3
e-mails and several hours
for a proper response.”
- Distribution Coordinator

